Verity Studios AG
Zürcherstrasse 39
8952 Schlieren (Zurich)
Switzerland
www.veritystudios.com

Technical Project Manager
full-time
Verity Studios is creating a new breed of dynamic flying machines and related systems, leveraging
technological innovation, scientific principles, advanced algorithms, and the art of design in
unprecedented ways. We are excited about using technology to transform live entertainment and
other industries, and we are growing the team.
As Verity Studios’ flying machines come to stages worldwide and production volumes rise, we are
seeking to complement our team with a highly motivated Technical Project Manager, who will
support customers in bringing drone show systems to their venues, where they will be seen by
millions. The successful candidate will support customers in planning, installing, and operating
drone show systems, remotely and on site. The role will also include championing the customers’
perspective within Verity Studios based on interactions with a multitude of customers. This
position will require frequent travel to customers’ sites.
Your tasks
 Technical and operational project
management from concept discussions to
on-site delivery
 Be the customer’s contact point for all
technical aspects
 Plan, install, verify, operate, and maintain
the drone show systems
 Train drone show system operators and
installation crews
 Contribute to and review user support
documentation such as user manuals,
operational guidelines; create safety
assessments; determine relevant
legislation and obtain relevant
certifications/permits
 Provide issue reports and feature wishlists
to the development team, based on
customer interactions and on-site
observations
Benefits





Deliver ground-breaking technology to
some of the world’s most prominent stage
productions
Shape the culture and have a significant
impact in a rapidly growing young company
Work in an interdisciplinary, international
team of highly skilled people

10 May 2017 – j-017

Prerequisites
 Experience in technical project management
 Technical degree
 Excellent written and spoken English
 Excellent team and communication skills
 Experience in the entertainment industry or
in a customer-facing role a plus
 Structured, detail-oriented, proactive work
style
 Willingness to travel
How to apply
Submit a single PDF to careers [at]
veritystudios.com (subject “[j-017]") including:
 Resume/CV
 Transcripts of academic degrees
 Two references
Incomplete applications will not be pursued.
Applications will be considered until the
position is filled.

